






Write an overall description of this aspect of culture, using specific examples.
 
 

 
List the facts you learned about the cultural focus you researched.
 
 

 
Have these facts changed over time? Research the historical background of your cultural focus.
 
 

 
How does the geographical location of the country affect its culture?
 
 

 
How/why is this topic an important part of the country’s culture? 
 
 

 

How is this aspect of the country’s culture different from what you are familiar with? 

COUNTRY CULTURAL FOCUS

be a realm researcher!
The magical thing about exploring different cultures is that there are countless treasures and 
fascinating facts to be discovered—you just have to be willing to look for them!

Instructions: Use the space below to take notes on the cultural focus you have been assigned  
for the country on your card. Try to use as many examples as you can.
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Instructions: Use the questions below as a guide to envision what your realm will be 
like. Remember, a country’s culture has many interconnected layers. Use the boxes 
at the right to write detailed descriptions and examples to bring your realm to life.

What is the name of your  
realm? Have it reflect something 
meaningful to you!

Do you envision your country  
as large or small? How many 
people live there?

What is the weather like?  
(Rainy, snowy, sunny?)

What types of foods are popular 
in your country? (Hint: Consider  
its geographic location!)

Describe some customs or 
traditions that are unique to your 
country. Be creative! 

Which natural resources does  
your country have? (Hint: Think 
fresh water, forests, fish, etc.)

Total population 

Typical weather forecast

Signature food/dish

Customs and traditions 

Valuable natural resource(s)
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create your own realm
Now that you’ve learned about far-off places around the globe, it’s time to use your 
imagination and critical-thinking skills to develop a realm of your own creation.
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1.  Think of a proverb that  
you’ve heard before that has 
stuck with you. What makes  
it memorable?

2.  Do you find it surprising that 
proverbs play such a big role 
within cultures around the 
world? Why or why not?

3.  Do you think it’s important to 
pass down life lessons from 
generation to generation? 
Why or why not? 

4.  What might you learn by 
comparing proverbs from  
your culture to those from 
another culture or another  
part of the world?

Reflection Questions

UNLOCK the Power of Proverbs
Instructions Read the passage below about the way common sayings play a surprising role in 
how people all over the world communicate their ideas and values. After reading the passage, 
use a separate sheet of paper to answer the reflection questions.

proverbs: a WORLDWIDE presence
What Are Proverbs?
Chances are you’ve heard someone say, “The early bird catches 
the worm!” or “Slow and steady wins the race.” These simple, 
well-known statements are examples of proverbs. Think of them 
as easy-to-memorize sayings that offer a life lesson. Proverbs 
are often metaphorical, which means the words aren’t meant 
to be taken literally. So “The early bird catches the worm” isn’t 
about an actual bird and worm, but translates to: “Taking prompt 
action will lead to success!” 

Where Did Proverbs Come From?
Many proverbs have origins that can be traced back several 
centuries into the past. Folklore, fables, and religious texts can 
all be key sources of proverbs. Almost every culture around the 
world has its own proverbs rooted in its unique history.

Cultural Importance
Historically, proverbs helped to form a shared set of beliefs 
and values that could be easily referenced and understood. 
They are a reflection of folk culture and were often passed 
down orally from parents to their children. Over time, proverbs 
were woven into storytelling and hymns as well as published 
literature. Proverbs are often borrowed from similar cultures and 
languages, and have frequently been passed down to present 
day through more than one language.
 
The Impact of Proverbs Today
Proverbs are part of every spoken language in the world  
and can have a big influence on how people live their lives. 
Because proverbs are used to convey wisdom, truth, and a 
discovery of ideas, studying them can give you insight into how 
people from other cultures see the world. This can help you 
better understand the similarities and differences of other cultures 
compared to our own.
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Explore the Words of the World
Instructions Read the proverbs below from around the world. Think about the lesson each one 
offers and how it may connect to your own life and experiences. Then answer the reflection 
questions on a separate sheet of paper.

Those who wish to sing always find a song. | swedish proverb

 
It’s not enough to learn how to ride, you must also learn how to fall. | mexican proverb

 
Don’t count your chickens before they’re hatched. | greek proverb

 
Hunger is felt by a slave and hunger is felt by a king. | ghanaian proverb

 
Words should be weighed, not counted. | yiddish proverb

 
Dig the well before you are thirsty. | chinese proverb

 
Turn your face toward the sun and the shadows fall behind you. | maori proverb

 
A beautiful thing is never perfect. | egyptian proverb

 
Do not push the river, it will flow by itself. | polish proverb

1. Write down your favorite proverb  
from those listed above. Using your  
own words, how would you describe  
what it means?

2. How does the saying you chose apply 
to your own life? Describe an experience 
where the lesson in the proverb had an 
impact on you.

3. Do you think the proverbs above apply 
universally (to all people)? Why or why not?

4. How do these sayings challenge  
you to think about how you should 
treat your peers? 

5. Describe how all the proverbs 
above encourage people to have  
a growth mindset.

Create Your Own!  
Now try your hand at creating  
your own sayings for the classroom 
proverb box.

Reflection Questions




